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BizCloud Experts announces acceptance into Amazon API
Gateway Service Delivery Program
Deliver Restful API's and deploy highly scalable & secure serverless backend services with
confidence

Dallas, Jun 26, 2020 (Issuewire.com)  -  UberTejas LLC dba BizCloud Experts announces their
acceptance into the Amazon API Gateway Service Delivery Program. Amazon API Gateway enables
enterprises to create, publish, maintain, monitor, and secure APIs at any scale. APIs act as the
"gateway" for Mobile, Web and B2B applications to securely access data, business logic, or functionality
from your backend services. 

BizCloud Experts' core competency of creating Serverless & Contact Center Solutions is further
enhanced with acceptance to Service Delivery Program for Amazon API Gateway. API Gateway allows
our developers to create RESTful APIs, WebSocket APIs that enable real-time two-way communication
applications and seamlessly scale to handle hundreds of thousands of concurrent API calls.

Some recent use cases in which BizCloud Experts Engineers have enabled using Amazon API Gateway
for our enterprise customers are:
1. Developing backend API services for Mobile/Web and SaaS applications
2. Delivering Contact Center Statistics to Management Portals to provide insights and KPI dashboards
3. Enhancing Call Flows by creating data dips interacting with legacy applications and systems

https://www.issuewire.com/
https://www.bizcloudexperts.com
https://www.bizcloudexperts.com/api-gateway/
https://www.bizcloudexperts.com/serverless-architecture/
https://bizcloudexperts.com/service/contact-center-as-a-service/
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4. Deploying backend services for Connected Vehicle Solutions like curbside delivery, restaurant finder.

"We were an early adopter of AWS Lambda," says Nagesh Kunamneni, President & CTO, BizCloud
Experts. "Now being recognized for Amazon Connect, Cloud Formation, and Service Catalog positions,
BizCloud Experts uniquely delivers highly scalable serverless backend services that power next-
generation contact centers, mobile, web, and data-driven applications". At BizCloud Experts, our vision
is to help enterprises adopt/migrate to serverless application architectures in an agile and cost-effective
way.

ABOUT BIZCLOUD EXPERTS
BizCloud Experts is recognized as a leader in developing solutions using serverless computing
technologies, contact center solutions, and automating IT services. BizCloud Experts is an AWS
Advanced Consulting Partner that that helps customers of all types and sizes design, architect, build,
migrate, and manage their workloads and applications on AWS, accelerating their journey to the cloud.
To learn more, visit https://www.bizcloudexperts.com or follow us on Linked-In, Twitter, Facebook.

For additional sales information, contact bizdev@bizcloudexperts.com, or call us at +1 (214)206-8976.
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